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eVTOL Cargo and Medivac
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RX1E-A
Two-seat Electric Light Sport Aircraft

Liaoning General Aviation Academy Rhyxeon General Aircraft Co., Ltd.

To make the air greener

RX1E-S RX4E

RX4E-S RX4HE

Two-seat Electric Light Sport Seaplane Four-seat Electric Aircraft

Four-seat Electric Seaplane Four-seat Hydrogen Engine Aircraft

RG A C

To create the future in the sky.

Your green air journy of 150 min. long. 
Next taking-off is 10 min. later.

To be Type Certified 

in 2024

CCAC

Type certified

CCAC

Type certified
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E-Mobility - 

Is history repeating itself?
Recently in Europe there were many complaints that al-
though industry was leading in some technologies like re-
newable energy (with solar cells and windmills) and elec-
tric cars, for a long time now the major players have come 
from other parts of the world. 
People here have been talking about electric cars for more 
than three decades. At that point in time, the German car 
industry dominated the world market in combustion en-
gine technology. Electric car newcomers like Tesla were 
only mildly ridiculed. This attitude of German industry and 
politics changed only slightly over the next two decades. 
There was talk of electric cars, but in practice people of-
ten simply installed electric motors in existing combustion 
engine models and were then surprised that the perfor-
mance remained rather modest. Investments continued 
in the development of combustion engines and govern-
ment funding for truly innovative ideas remained rath-
er modest as well. This resulted in record profits on the 
group balance sheets. The almost perfect SUVs and se-
dans with diesel and gasoline engines sold brilliantly and 
the emerging Chinese became the largest single market 
for car imports “Made in Germany”.
But times are changing quickly, too fast for the board 
members in Wolfsburg, Munich and Stuttgart. Tesla be-
gan its triumphal march around the world and in the boom 
after the Corona crisis, Chinese manufacturers contin-
ue to surprise with new models that are often superior in 
many areas. The result can be summarized in one num-
ber: When it came to combustion engines, Volkswagen 
and its brands in one point in China – their  most impor-
tant market - had a market share of up to 40%. For elec-
tric cars last year it was just 2%. 
One of the many reasons: In the Chinese cities plagued 
by smog, it became almost impossible to register a new 
combustion engine and the Chinese manufacturers, who 
had always lagged behind when it came to cars with com-
bustion engines, had, thanks to government funding and 
clever management decisions, concentrated fully on the 
development of “ eCars” and simply overtaken the estab-
lished manufacturers in terms of price and performance.
But enough of ground-bound mobility. Let’s look up – into 
the air. And the development could repeat itself. Pipistrel 
from Slovenia had already registered the first CS-LSA 

training aircraft three years ago after the first fully elec-
tric motor glider Taurus, but since the takeover by Textron 
we have been waiting for news from the e-world such as 
a Velis Electro in the UL-class or an electric- or at least hy-
brid - Panthera.
Likewise, aviation in the Far East is also being elec-
trically upgraded. After the world’s first approval for a 
Chinese eVTOL by the CAAC (eHang in autumn 2023) 
and the certification of the eVTOL Cargo by AutoFlight (in 
March 2024), things continue quickly in the Part 23 class: 
Liaoning GA from Shenyang had gotten approval for its 
LSA RX1E according to CAAC-LSA years ago and now 
wants to attack the European Training market with this 
aircraft. At the same time, a four-seat version - the RX4E 
- is in certification for Part 23 and a prototype version of 
the aircraft flies with a hydrogen combustion engine and 
generator as an energy source. All three machines will be 
on display at the e-flight-expo at AERO in Friedrichhafen 
/ Germany 2024.
But luckily there is also new e-news from the west. The 
company Pivotal (formerly: Opener) completed its UL-
eVTOL according to FAA Part103 and began selling it last 
summer. The manufacturer from Silicon Valley would also 
like to have the aircraft approved and sold as an Ultralight 
in Germany. The company, which is majority-owned by 
Google founder Larry Page, introduces itself in the e-Con-
nect Area at e-flight-expo.
But there are also some bright spots in Europe, such as 
Elektra Solar, which has taken into account in its elec-
tric plane that such an aircraft should be as efficient as 
possible if you want to fly as far and as long as possible 
with the low energy capacity batteries. And H55 and BRM 
show their electric Trainer.
The world premiere of the Medivac drone from the German 
manufacturer Avilus at the TU Munich stand should also 
be very interesting.
Of course, it will take some time before these electri-
cal developments populate the sky. But as you can see 
from the development of the car markets in countries like 
Norway and China, things sometimes happen faster than 
you think.
But no matter whether conventional or electric – a visit to 
AERO 2024 is definitely worth it.

Willi Tacke 
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eVTOL Cargo and Medivac

We the e  Flight Journal  (e  FJ) 
founders are a team of aviation journalists 
and enthusiasts who created Flying-Pages. 
Publishing several aviation publications 
around the world. It started with the interest 
in electric flying in 2009. 

We co-founded the e-flight-Expo in Friedrich-
shafen/Germany as part of the AERO, and 
established it as the largest show for electric 
aviation worldwide. 
The e  FJ is supported by FACC, Rolls-
Royce, Rotax and many others.  

e  Flight Journal
www.flying-pages.com
Publisher, Flying-pages GmbH, Buttersteig 11,  
D-16831 Rheinsberg OT Zühlen    
• phone:  D-033931/80 60 27, Fax.: D-030/34 70 91 24  
• info@flying-pages.com • www.flying-pages.com 
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Helix-Carbon GmbH
Merzbrück 206, 52146 Würselen, Germany  

Flugplatz-Aachen.de / EDKA

Tel.: +49 - 2405 - 40882-0 • info@helix-propeller.de

Enjoy your

FLIGHT!
www.helix-propeller.de

Individual, unique - propellers from Helix

	More	than	1000	different	propellers	available	for	all	aircraft	engines

 UL, eVTOL, Paramotor — in diameters from 0.75m to 2.8m
 Fixed pitched propellers 
 Variable pitch propeller — adjustable on the ground
 Propeller	hydraulically	and	electrically	adjustable	in	flight
 Your	propeller	specialist	for	special	and	development	projects

Approved	production	organisation	EASA	21/G

LBA	approved	noise	measurement	department	ICAO	Annex	16,	Chapters	10	and	11

Booth    B2-102
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NewsNews

During of the opening 
of the new CityAirbus 
test center in Donau-
wörth / Germany at the 
beginning of March, Air-
bus presented the pro-
totype of its fully electric 
CityAirbus NextGen fly-
ing taxi to the public for 
the first time. In the new 
center, various technol-
ogies related to electri-
cally powered air taxis 
are tested. 

Volocopter gets it’s  DOA and POA certification
German e-VTOL devel-
oper Volocopter has re-
ceived an extension of 
its Production Organiza-
tion Approval (POA) from 
the German Federal Avi-
ation Authority (LBA), 
which enables series pro-
duction of the VoloCi-
ty. Volocopter is the first 
and only eVTOL compa-
ny worldwide, which has 
both approval as a de-
velopment organization 
(DOA) and approval as a 
manufacturing organization (POA). In addition, Volocop-
ter, through its subsidiary Volocopter Air Services, is now 
also the first company in the eVTOL sector to be an Ap-
proved Training Organization (ATO) of the German LBA. 
This certification allows the Volocopter company to train 
pilots for its future products. Under the EASA certifica-
tion category “SC-VTOL (Special Condition VTOL) En-

Airbus presents the CityAirbus NextGen

Airbus is aiming for the first flight of its CityAirbus NextGen this year 

The production version of the eVTOL aircraft has wings that provide some of the lift during 
cruise flight. The eight rotors of the CityAirbus NextGen cannot swivel, that is a difference 
from other air taxis. The Rotors are driven by brushless electric motors from MAGiCALL. 
MAGiCALL was founded in California in 2004. The range of the Airbus air taxi is said to be 
80 kilometers (50 miles) and the cruising speed is 120 km/h (75mi/h).
www.airbus.com

hanced”, the VoloCity will be the first commercial eV-
TOL with the world’s highest aviation safety standards. 
Achieving this safety standard enables the VoloCity to fly 
quietly and emission-free even over densely populated 
areas, thus expanding today’s urban traffic mix with an 
attractive variant in the 3rd dimension. 
www.volocopter.com.

Need an  Adver t isement  St ra tegy?
Contact  us :  Ros i@f ly ing-pages .com

Always a hit!
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There’s a reason pilots...

Installed in Over 25,000 Aircraft

FAA STC Approved for Nearly 600 Certified Aircraft Models

Over 20 Years of Innovation
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News

The 100. Velis Electro has been delivered

The 100th Pipistrel Velis Electro reached its new own-
er. The buyer is the French company Green Aerolease, 
which makes aircraft available to air sports clubs and 
flight schools as part of long-term leasing. Pipistrel is part 
of Textron eAviation and had already signed a contract 
for the purchase of a total of 50 two-seat electric Velis 
Electr  with the French company in 2021. After the Velis 

Electro was certified by EASA (European Union Aviation 
Safety Agency) as the world’s first electric aircraft in June 
2020, the US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has 
now also approved the model in the Light Sport Aircraft 
(LSA) class, so that student pilots in the USA can also 
be trained on the Velis Electro. www.pipistrel-aircraft.com

eCopter instead of eVTOL
In contrast to most eVTOL developments, which are of-
ten reminiscent of larger quadcopter drones or, as a lift-
and-cruise design, aircraft with pivoting propellers, the 
Austrian startup FlyNow Aviation takes a different ap-
proach with its air taxi concept. The Austrians are work-
ing on an autopiloted eCopter that has a coaxial electric 
drive train with two counter-rotating rotors and, due to 
this configuration - according to FlyNow - can be clas-
sified as an electric helicopter by EASA, which would 
make certification much easier. In addition, the coaxial 
drive train contains fewer moving parts and less hard-
ware overall, which reduces weight, material costs and 
complexity. FlyNow plans to offer the aircraft as a one- 
and two-seat passenger version as well as a cargo mod-
el. Although FlyNow does not yet have a flying proto-
type, the company has successfully conducted ground 
testing with a fully equipped, scale proof-of-concept 
model. The company estimates that all three versions of 
the eCopter will ultimately have a range of up to 50 km, 
a cruising speed of 130 km/h and a maximum payload 
capacity of 200 kg. www.flynow-aviation.com
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EHANG 184/216
The EHang 184 is an Autonomous Aerial Vehicle (AAV) designed by Guangzhou EHang Inc. and it was first 
shown to the public at CES 2016. The designator 184 stands for 1 passenger, 8 propellers, and 4 arms. 

Ehang unveiled a two-seat model called 216 (namely 2 seats and 16 propellors) in 2018, has been undergo-
ing test flights in China, and began certification with the Chinese regulator CAAC in 2021. Ehang expects to obtain 
the certification in China in 2023.

 EHANG INC.   Building No.3 of Yixiang Science Park,No.72 • 510700 Huangpu District, Guangzhou 
Guangdong  • Guangdong  • CHINA •   Phone : +86 020-29028899
  service@ehang.com • www.ehang.com 

EHANG INC.

   240   360   8   2   1.6   8x19 kW    152 kW   1   -   60   -   17 kWh   30     -     -     -  
 EW MTOW PA BA PD Engine Power St Vmax Vc Vz ES Endurance Price (estimate) Kit Plan

WHISPER
EAC is a French manufacturer who began developing its eVTOL, the Whisper, in 2014 and presented at 
AERO 2017 for the first time. The new version of the Whisper is in the finishing phase. The design remains 

the same but its size has increased by 10%.  Propulsion is provided by 8 independent lithium-ion batteries.  
It will be equipped with an ASR Trichute whole airframe parachute with a minimum deployment height of 200ft.  
Empty weight 500Kg, Max weight 700kg, Autonomous flight control, flight duration 25-30 minutes, cruising speed 
70-80 km/h. 

 ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT CONCEPT (EAC)   1002 Route du Barroux  • 84330 Caromb • FRANCE •   Phone : 
+33 (0)6 03 48 28 37
  info@eac-whisper.com • www.eac-whisper.com 

ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT CONCEPT (EAC)

   350   550   8   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -     -     -     -  
 EW MTOW PA BA PD Engine Power St Vmax Vc Vz ES Endurance Price (estimate) Kit Plan

EMAGIC NEXT
eMagic Next is a three-passenger design with a lift+cruise configuration with 12 propellers including two 
fixed tractor propellers for forward flight and 10 propellers dedicated for VTOL flight. The goal of this design 

is to create a long-range and very safe passenger eVTOL production aircraft for Urban Air Mobility.

 EMAGIC AIRCRAFT GMBH   Robert-Koch-Str. 15, •  53501  Grafschaft, • GERMANY •   Phone : +49 2225 
888 713, Fax : +49 2225 888 710
  info@emagic-aircraft.com • http://emagic-aircraft.com/ 

EMAGIC AIRCRAFT GMBH

                                                 -     -  
 EW MTOW PA BA PD Engine Power St Vmax Vc Vz ES Endurance Price (estimate) Kit Plan

EMAGICONE
The company was founded in 2018 by Michael Kügelgen and Thomas Senkel (ex Volocopter). The 
eMagicOne is a single-seat demonstrator with a tractor propeller for horizontal - and eight ift props for 

vertical - flight. This is a tandem wings taildragger configuration and can be completely disassembled for 
trailer transport. eMagic One made its maiden flight in 2021 in Airplane as well as in eVTOL mode. The company 
revealed an airmedical model in 2023.

 EMAGIC AIRCRAFT GMBH   Robert-Koch-Str. 15, •  53501  Grafschaft, • GERMANY •   Phone : +49 2225 
888 713, Fax : +49 2225 888 710
  info@emagic-aircraft.com • http://emagic-aircraft.com/ 

EMAGIC AIRCRAFT GMBH

                                                 -     -  
 EW MTOW PA BA PD Engine Power St Vmax Vc Vz ES Endurance Price (estimate) Kit Plan

EVE - EMBRAERX  EVTOL
Embraer unveiled its eVTOL concept under the company’s subsidiary EmbraerX at the Uber Elevate 
Summit in 2018. The original name of EmbraerX’s eVTOL aircraft was DreamMaker which was changed to 

Eve in October 2020. The Eve aircraft was handed to the independent offshoot of EmbraerX known as Eve 
Urban Air Mobility Solutions. Eve eVTOL design has separate lift and cruise powertrain configuration and five 

seats. In May 2023 Eve announced the design has completed important wind tunnel testing.

 EVE URBAN AIR MOBILITY SOLUTIONS    276 SW 34th Street,  • Fort Lauderdale,  FL 33315, • Floride • 
USA •   
  contact@eveairmobility.com • eveairmobility.com 

EVE URBAN AIR MOBILITY EMBRAER  

   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -     -     -     -  
 EW MTOW PA BA PD Engine Power St Vmax Vc Vz ES Endurance Price (estimate) Kit Plan

Ehang unveiled a two-seat model called 216 (namely 2 seats and 16 propellors) in 2018, has been undergo-

EHANG INC.

the same but its size has increased by 10%.  Propulsion is provided by 8 independent lithium-ion batteries.  

ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT CONCEPT (EAC)

is to create a long-range and very safe passenger eVTOL production aircraft for Urban Air Mobility.

EMAGIC AIRCRAFT GMBH

vertical - flight. This is a tandem wings taildragger configuration and can be completely disassembled for 

EMAGIC AIRCRAFT GMBH

Eve in October 2020. The Eve aircraft was handed to the independent offshoot of EmbraerX known as Eve 

EVE URBAN AIR MOBILITY EMBRAER  

eVTOL, eAIRCRAFT, eMOTORS & much more
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© 2023 Bose Corporation. Alle Rechte vorbehalten.

Weniger Störungen. Weniger Lärm. Weniger Ablenkung von 
der Freude am Fliegen. Mit unvergleichlichem Komfort und drei 
wählbaren Modi der aktiven Geräuschunterdrückung ermöglicht 
das Bose A30 Aviation Headset das Fliegen so, wie es sein sollte.

N E U

BOSE A30 AVIATION HEADSET

Den Lärm ausblenden. 
Das Erlebnis 
verstärken.

GENIESSEN SIE  
DAS ERLEBNIS 
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Moins de distractions. Moins de bruit. Profitez pleinement de votre 
expérience de vol. Avec son confort inégalé et ses trois modes 
de réduction de bruit active, le casque d’aviation Bose A30 vous 
permet de profiter pleinement de votre expérience de vol.

N O U V E A U
CASQUE D’AVIATION BOSE A30

Réduire le bruit.Amplifiez l’expérience.

REJOIGNEZ L’EXPÉRIENCE BOSEAVIATION-EMEA.AERO/A30 
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* The World Directory of Light Aviation 2023/24 lists 
over 1000 aircraft on 292 pagwith images, descrip-
tions and technical data: e Aircraft, eVTOL and ultra-
lights, microlights, LSA, gyrocopter, ul-helicopters, 
certified aircraft, kitplanes, trikes, instruments, en-
gines, propellers and accessories.

* The World Directory of Light Aviation 2023/24 is avail-
able in four languages: English, French, German, 
and Chinese.
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ELROY
The Astro Elroy was originally announced in July 2017 under the name «Passenger Drone».It was acquired 
by Astro Aerospace and was renamed in May 2018. This VTOL project made the first manned flight in 

August 2018. Astro prototype has a cabin converted from a two-seat gyrocopter. The Astro uses 16 electric 
motors for propulsion, which are located on two booms above the cabin. The Astro is an all composite structure, 
uses fiber-optic for internal communication and is flown by the fly-by-wire joystick. The Astro has 20-25 minutes 
range and can fly on 60-70 km/h.

 FLYASTRO   320 W MAIN ST  • LEWISVILLE 75057 • Texas • USA •   Phone : +1 (833) 359-8685

  www.flyastro.com 

ASTRO

   240   360   16   32   -   -   -   -   70   -   -   -   0,25     -     -     -  
 EW MTOW PA BA PD Engine Power St Vmax Vc Vz ES Endurance Price (estimate) Kit Plan

PROSPERITY1
Autoflight has been working on several passenger-carrying eVTOL models over the years including the 
2-seat V600 prototype revealed at e-flight-expo of Aero Friedrichshafen Germany in April 2019. The company 

unveiled a 4-seat V1500M named “Prosperity I” full scale model at the Zhuhai Airshow in 2021 when an-
noucing $100 million investment from Team Global from Germany. V1500M has lift+cruise configuration using 8 

propellors for vertical flight and two pusher propellors for cruise. In January 2022 the V1500M prototype achieved 
transition test flight between vertical and horizontal flights. AutoFlight has set up a reseasrch, development and 
certification center in Augsburg, Germany and will apply for EASA certification of their V1500M 4-seat eVTOL. On 
March 2, 2023, AutoFlight claimed they made a world record for the longest eVTOL aircraft flight using only battery 
power of 250.64 km (155.74 miles) on a single charge.
 AUTOFLIGHT EUROPE GMBH   Berliner Allee 65 • 86153 Augsburg • GERMANY •   Phone : +49 (0)821 508 
258 50, Fax : +49 -
  info@autoflight.com • autoflightx.com 

AUTOFLIGHT EUROPE GMBH

      -   -10   2   280   -   -   5      160   -   -   -     -     -     -  
 EW MTOW PA BA PD Engine Power St Vmax Vc Vz ES Endurance Price (estimate) Kit Plan

ALIA
On June 12, 2020, Beta Technologies revealed their full-scale Alia eVTOL aircraft with four vertical lift propel-
lers and one pusher propeller for forward flight. This eVTOL had been undergoing flight tests in fixed-wing 

configuration, not yet in VTOL mode. In May 2022 Alia prototype flew over 2200km in eight days with multiple 
stops in fixed-wing configuration. Beta Technologies is a US Air Force Agility Prime participant and has passed 
Phase III of the Initial Capabilities Opening. In April 2021, UPS announced it will purchase up to 150 Alia cargo 
models for time-sensitive cargo deliveries. In April 2021, Blade UAM annouced their purchase of five Alia passen-
ger models with an option to buy 15 more for urban air mobility services.

 BETA TECHNOLOGIES, INC.   1150 Airport Drive • South Burlington, VT 05403 • Vermont • USA •   Phone : 
+1 802) 338-1876
  info@beta.team • www.beta.team 

BETA TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -     -     -     -  
 EW MTOW PA BA PD Engine Power St Vmax Vc Vz ES Endurance Price (estimate) Kit Plan

SKYDRIVE
Their eVTOL development began in September 2012 with the start-up company Cartivator witha $4 million USD 
seed fund from Toyota. In December 2018 a scaled model made its first test flight. In August 2018 SkyDrive 

unveiled the latest design SD-03 which can carry a single passenger. In September 2022 SkyDrive revealed the 
latest design SD-05 which is a two-seat production model with maximum cruise speed of 100 km/h (62 mph). The 
12 propellers are on multiple booms. The aircraft has a back-to-back modified V boom configuration with the rear 
V boom having a slight wing-type structure. At each end of the booms is a cross boom and each propeller is at the 
end of each cross boom. The booms are located at the top of the fuselage. SkyDrive is planning to use the SD-05 to 
launch air taxi service in the Osaka Bay area during the world exposition scheduled for 2025 in Osaka, Japan.

 CARTIVATOR DREAM ON,    Okubo, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo,  • JAPAN •   Phone : +81 (0)565282121

  INFO@CARTIVATOR.COM • www.cartivator.com 

CARTIVATOR D O

   -   400   -   -   -   -   -   2   100   60   -   -   -     -     -     -  
 EW MTOW PA BA PD Engine Power St Vmax Vc Vz ES Endurance Price (estimate) Kit Plan

EAERO 2
The Swiss company Dufour Aerospace announced in early 2018 the aEro 2 project. The company notes that 
it was inspired by Canadair’s pioneering work 50 years ago with the CL-84 tiltwing aircraft.  The hybrid VTOL 

aircraft will reach cruising speeds of up to 320 km/h. Fully electrically operated, the two-seater should have 
a range of 120 km. With the optional auxiliary combustion engine, it increases in hybrid configuration to 800 km. 

On 27 July 2020 the company completed the first phase of flight testing of the sub-scale technology demonstrator 
over 550 test flights including transitions from hover to cruise and back again.

 DUFOUR AEROSPACE   Seewjinenstrasse 6 •  3930 Visp • SWITZERLAND •   Phone : +41 (0)78 770 50 82

  info@dufour.aero • http://dufour.aero 

DUFOUR AEROSPACE

   -   -   2   -   -   -   -   2   -   -   -   -   -     -     -     -  
 EW MTOW PA BA PD Engine Power St Vmax Vc Vz ES Endurance Price (estimate) Kit Plan

August 2018. Astro prototype has a cabin converted from a two-seat gyrocopter. The Astro uses 16 electric 

ASTRO

unveiled a 4-seat V1500M named “Prosperity I” full scale model at the Zhuhai Airshow in 2021 when an-

AUTOFLIGHT EUROPE GMBH

unveiled the latest design SD-03 which can carry a single passenger. In September 2022 SkyDrive revealed the 

CARTIVATOR D O

aircraft will reach cruising speeds of up to 320 km/h. Fully electrically operated, the two-seater should have 

DUFOUR AEROSPACE

configuration, not yet in VTOL mode. In May 2022 Alia prototype flew over 2200km in eight days with multiple 

BETA TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
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 Texte : Willi Tacke, traduction Thierry Gérard. Photos : Flying Pages, Elektra Solar

ELEKTRA TRAINERELEKTRA TRAINER

Calin Gologan has been working on electric aircraft for more than ten 
years. With the Elektra Trainer, for the first time, a plane has reached 
the point where it is ready for series production and also appeals to a 
wider audience. Two-seater, 2.5 hours flight time plus reserve - these 
are the key data that could convince flight schools and flying clubs - 
despite the high purchase price. At the AERO 2023, the machine will 
not only draw attention to itself with the DULV type certification but also 
with approval for glider towing. The CEO of Flying Pages Willi Tacke 
was the first journalist in the world to have the opportunity to fly the 
ElektraTrainer.

T EST

1. Flight-Report:

76

An everyday-use electric airplane

Flügel  Das Magazin e Flight Journal

FLIGHT REPORT FROM WDLA PARTNER MAGAZINES

An everyday-use electric airplane

multiaxes/lsaPrésentation

Urban Air mobility - The aviation industry‘s buzzword, 

Urban Air Mobility, is losing its popularity. Manufac-

turers have realized that inner city infrastructure de-

velopment may take longer, making flights more ex-

pensive. As a result, the focus has shifted to Regional 

Air Mobility, where flights operate from international 

airports to nearby landing sites, followed by other 

modes of transportation to the city center. The Chine-

se-German eVTOL manufacturer, Autoflight, has set 

a world record for take-off mass and flight distance 

with a payload of measuring and recording devices. 

This device can serve both inner cities and regional 

The development of electrically powered aircraft is diverse and becoming more 
and more diverse. This year the following decisions are on the horizon: eV-, eC-
TOL or eSTOL, urban or regional and last but not least battery, hybrid or hydro-
gen or maybe all three together.

The agony of choice

destinations. The Berlin startup, Nex, plans to launch 

a fuel cell-powered aircraft, while Lilium, based in Mu-

nich, has shifted its focus to regional mobility with its 

Liliumjet.

Feature:  e-flight & eVtOL 

world record holder, the Autoflight Prosperity  at the Paris Airshow 2023.

Nex AERO Lift and cruise eVTOL with fuel cell.

10     World Directory of Light Aviation > 2023-2024

Some companies are competing to provide short-

haul flights for future customers. Some use eCTOL 

(electrically powered aircraft that take off and land 

conventionally) or eSTOL (Short Take Off and Lan-

ding) aircraft that require runways. However, Vaeridi-

on from Munich is developing a 9-seater commuter 

aircraft with an electric motor and a conventional pro-

peller in the nose. With a highly efficient wing, the bat-

tery-electric machine aims to have a range of around 

500 kilometers. 

Weltpremiere in Le Bourget the Cassio  330 hybrid  shall have its maiden flight in 2023.

H2 trend  - Elexir wants to burn the magic stuff in a turbotech  turbine.

WDLA publisher Willi Tacke in the cockpit of the  Bluespirit hydrogene  4 seater. 

Featu
r

e: e-flight &
 eV

tO
L

Jean Botti explains the hybrid driveof his VoltAERO.
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ONLINE: www.wdla.flying-pages.com
AERO IN FRIEDRICHSHAFEN:  FLYING PAGES, BOOTH A7 - 100 
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Less distraction. Less noise. Less pulling you away from the joys 
of flight. With unparalleled comfort and three selectable modes of 
active noise cancellation, the Bose A30 Aviation Headset enables 
flight the way it was intended.

N E W

BOSE A30 AVIATION HEADSET

Quiet the noise. 
Amplify the 
experience.

© 2023 Bose Corporation. All rights reserved.

JOIN THE 
EXPERIENCE 
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  Actia Electromobility   AP-MOT-110KW-250NM   110   55     -   Permanent Magnet   12.000         317x255                           65   250   AP-MOT-110KW-250NM    

Actia Electromobility   AP-MOT-140KW-400NM   140   75     -   Permanent Magnet   12.000         350x315                           80   400   AP-MOT-140KW-400NM    

Actia Electromobility   AP-MOT-160KW-2300NM   160   296     -   Permanent Magnet                                    120    2300   AP-MOT-160KW-2300NM    

Actia Electromobility   AP-MOT-250KW-3000NM   250   429     -   Permanent Magnet            693x512                           130    2300   AP-MOT-250KW-3000NM    

Advanced Electric Machines   HDSRM 150TC   50   30     -               158x210x277                  700         25   100   HDSRM 150TC    

Advanced Electric Machines   HDSRM300   160   80     -               386x195x420                  700         75    325   HDSRM300    

Advanced Electric Machines   HDSRM300T   160   75     -               386x200x420                  700         75   600   HDSRM300T    

Advanced Electric Machines   HDSRM300X   300   140     -               425x386x420                  700         150    100   HDSRM300X    

ATB   IEC motors   up to 2000        -                                             IEC motors    

AXTER AEROSPACE   AX-100E Electric Propulsion System           -                                             AX-100E Electric Propulsion Sys.    

Baumueller Nuernberg    PowerMela140   154   147     -                              400         140   455   PowerMela140    

Baumueller Nuernberg    PowerMela50   75   90     -                              695         50    160   PowerMela50    

Baumueller Nuernberg    PowerMela80   88   90     -                              400         80   250   PowerMela80    

BorgWarner Inc.   HVH250-090-DOM   180   49     -               277 x 242               95   max700         130   340   HVH250-090-DOM    

BorgWarner Inc.   HVH250-115-DOM   350   57.2     -       10.000          302 x 242               95   up to 700         135   420   HVH250-115-DOM    

BorgWarner Inc.   HVH410-075-DOM   105   98     -      5.500         252 x 490               95   up to 700         95   1000   HVH410-075-DOM    

BorgWarner Inc.   HVH410-150-DOM   110   140     -       5.000          278 x 490               95   up to 700         90   2000   HVH410-150-DOM    

Bosch General Aviation Tech.   IMG   90        -                           95   up to 400            400   IMG    

Bosch General Aviation Tech.   SMG 2.1   320        -                           97   up to 800            620   SMG 2.1    

Bosch General Aviation Tech.   SMG 280/290   420   140     -                           92   650         240   900   SMG 280/290    

Brusa   DTSO1-096   150   51     -      13000         501 x 325 x 456                           80   270   DTSO1-096    

Brusa   DTSO1-097   125   52     -      11400         513 x 383 x 428                           80   250   DTSO1-097    

Brusa   DTSP1   250   51     -      12000         504 x 328 x304                           220   600   DTSP1    

Brusa   HSM1-10.18.13   180   51     -   brushless    4.900       10   256x292x328               95   400         100   390   HSM1-10.18.13    

Brusa   HSM1-10.18.22   210   73     -   brushless   4.600      10   344x292x326               95   400         125   440   HSM1-10.18.22    

Brusa   HSM1-6.17.12   125   51,5     -   brushless   1.200      6   256x292x328               95   400         70   310   HSM1-6.17.12    

Collins Aerospace Power & Controls   One MW project           -                                       1000      One MW project    

Contra Electric Propulsion Ltd.   CRPS   25   95     -                              800         150   790   CRPS    

Denso Emotor   EPU Denso Honeywell   125        -                                             EPU Denso Honeywell    

Electric Aircraft Corp   Electra 1 /Uls   15   12     $ 4 200   Brushed   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   85   74   Direct   1   -   -   Electra 1 /Uls    

EMRAX d.o.o.   EMRAX 188   52   7     -   brushless      Outrunner   20   77x188x188               98   300   Direct      up to 30   90   EMRAX 188    

EMRAX d.o.o.   EMRAX 208   68   9     -   brushless   -   Outrunner   20   85x208x208   -      -   -   98   350   Direct   -   up to 41   140   EMRAX 208    

EMRAX d.o.o.   EMRAX 228   109   12    E   2 790   brushless   -   Outrunner   20   86x228x228   -      -   -   98   500   Direct   -   up to 62   230   EMRAX 228    

EMRAX d.o.o.   EMRAX 268    160-200   20     -   brushless      Outrunner   20   91x268x268               98   650   Direct      up to 107   500   EMRAX 268     

EMRAX d.o.o.   EMRAX 348   170-380   42     -   brushless      Outrunner   20   107x348x348               98   800   Direct      up to 210   1000   EMRAX 348    

ENGIRO GmbH   159AH_06020_ABC   34   12     -   brushless    8.000       10   182 x 218               90   96         9,6   75   159AH_06020_ABC    

ENGIRO GmbH   205 A_04XXX   8,5-75   20     -   brushless   8000      8   220 - 340 x 250               96   48-140         3-18   95   205 A_04XXX    

ENGIRO GmbH   205 W_04XXX   8.3-25   25-55     -   brushless         8   220-340 x 256               96   48-650         5.3-15   95   205 W_04XXX    

ENGIRO GmbH   260 W_08XXX   58-262   68-149     -   brushless    2800-6000       10   330 x 530 x 315               96   96-700         32-135   437   260 W_08XXX    

ENGIRO GmbH   260 W_20XXX   253-672        -   brushless   4210-6000         40 x 530 x 315                  650-700         130-342   1090   260 W_20XXX    

ENGIRO GmbH   370 W_29XXX   292-707        -   brushless    3.900       12   550 x 509 x 440               96   700         182-400   3900   370 W_29XXX    

Equipmake   APM120   125   24,5     -       12.000                                     75   130   APM120    

Equipmake   APM200   220   57     -       10.000                                        420   APM200    

evolaris aviation gmbh    EVO220   260   45     -   brushless            660x380x380                  420   Direct   1   220      EVO220    

Geiger   HPD 12   15   3.75     -   brushless   2180   Outrunner                                 12      HPD 12    

Geiger   HPD16   20   4.7     -   brushless    2.280    Outrunner                                 16      HPD16    

Company Model Max power Total Price Commut Type Number Number Dimensions KV Kt Rm No-load Best Normal Reduction Redution Max cont. Max torque Model 
   (kW) weight (kg)    of coils of poles (l x w x h mm) (rpm / V) (Nm/A) (mO) current lo (A) efficiency (%) voltage (V) mechanism ratio power (kW) (Nm)  
                   

Rolls-Royce Electrical 
Deutschland / RRP70D

MGM Compro / REX 90

Safran / ENGINeUS 45

magniX Technologies Pty Ltd / 

YASA Limited / P400

Magnax bvba / AXF250-S

Rotex Electric / REX 50

H55  / EPS 

317x255            317x255            

350x315            350x315            

693x512            

158x210x277            

386x195x420            

386x200x420            

425x386x420            

277 x 242            

302 x 242            

252 x 490            

278 x 490            

501 x 325 x 456            

513 x 383 x 428            

504 x 328 x304            

256x292x328            

344x292x326            

256x292x328            

77x188x188            

85x208x208   -      -   -   

86x228x228   -      -   -   

91x268x268            

107x348x348            

182 x 218            

220 - 340 x 250            

220-340 x 256            220-340 x 256            

330 x 530 x 315            330 x 530 x 315            

40 x 530 x 315            40 x 530 x 315            

550 x 509 x 440            550 x 509 x 440            

660x380x380            660x380x380            

Dimensions KV Dimensions KV 
(l x w x h mm) (rpm / V) (Nm/A) (mO) current lo (A) efficiency (%) (l x w x h mm) (rpm / V) (Nm/A) (mO) current lo (A) efficiency (%) 

Rolls-Royce Electrical 
Deutschland / RRP70D

MGM Compro / REX 90

Abbreviations
MOTORS - ELECTRIC

A  Current, Amps 
kg  Weight, kilograms 

(1kg = 2.20 lb)
KV Speed constant (rpm/V)
KT Torque constant (Nm/A)
kW  Power, kilowatts
Nm  Torque, Newton metres 
 (1Nm = 0.738 lbf.ft)
Max cont power   Maximum 

continuous power, kilowatts
Max power Maximum power, 

kilowatts
mm Dimensions, millimetres 
 (1mm = 0.0394 inch)
Price Price excluding 
 local and national taxes
Rm Internal resistance (m0)
rpm  Engine speed, 
 revolutions per minute
Total weight Total weight including 
 reduction and controller, kg
V  Voltage, volts
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ELECTRIC MOTORS

 ACTIA ELECTROMOBILITY
  5 rue Jorge Semprun • 31400  Toulouse • 
FRANCE
  Phone : +33  05 61 17 61 61 
Fax : +33 02.37.33.34.35
  commercial@actia.fr
electromobility.actia.com

  ADVANCED ELECTRIC MACHINES
  10-11 Teal Farm Way, Teal Farm Park, • Washing-
ton NE38 8BG,  • Durham England • UNITED 
KINGDOM
  Phone : +44 0191 4477010
  info@advancedelectricmachines.com
advancedelectricmachines.com

  ATB
  (ATB Austria Antriebstechnik AG) Danube City 
Road 6 / Top 15a 1220 Vienna • 1220 Vienna • 
AUSTRIA
  Phone : +43 +43 1 902 50 0
Fax : +43 +43 1 902 50 110
  info@atb-motors.com
http://www.atb-motors.com

  AXTER AEROSPACE
  (AXTER AEROSPACE Light Division) Av. Gregorio 
Peces Barba, 1 •  28919  Madrid Leganes • 
SPAIN
  Phone : +34 654647495
  info@axteraerospace.com
www.axteraerospace.com

  BAUMUELLER NUERNBERG 
  (Baumueller Nuernberg GmbH) Ostendstr. 80-90  
• 90482 Nuernberg  • Franken • GERMANY
  Phone : +49 911 5432 0
Fax : +49 911 5432 130
  mail@baumueller.de
www.baumueller.de

  BORGWARNER INC.
  3850 Hamlin Road • Auburn Hills  MI 48326 • 
USA
  Phone : +1  248 754 9200
  info-eu@borgwarner.com.
www.borgwarner.com

  BOSCH GENERAL AVIATION 
TECHNOLOGY
  (Bosch General Aviation Technology GmbH) 
Goellnergasse 15-17 • A-1030 Wien • AUSTRIA
  Phone : +43 (1)79722-4300 
Fax : +43 1)79722-4310 
  bosch.aviation@bosch.com
http://www.bosch-aviation.com

  BRUSA
  (BRUSA Elektronik AG) Langaulistrasse 60 • 9470 
Buchs • SWITZERLAND
  Phone : +41 81 758 19 00
  info@brusa.biz
www.brusa.biz

  COLLINS AEROSPACE POWER & 
CONTROLS
  One Hamilton Road • Windsor Locks CT 
CT06096-1000 • USA
  Phone : +1 860 654 6000
Fax : +1 860 353 5805
  calvan@rockwellcollins.com
www.collinsaerospace.com

  CONTRA ELECTRIC PROPULSION 
LTD.
  1 Chubb Close • Malmesbury SN16 9JW • 
Wiltshire • UNITED KINGDOM
  Phone : +44 01666 825340 
  info@contralectric.co.uk
www.contraelectric.com

  DENSO EMOTOR
  (DENSO Corporation Emotor) 1-1, Showa-cho, 
Kariya • Aichi  448-8661, • JAPAN
  Phone : +81 0566-25-5511
  kaan_aksu@denso-diam.com
www.denso.com

  ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT CORP
  (Electric Aircraft Corporation) 118 Pine Street, 
Suite 3 • Cliffside Park NJ 07010 • USA
  Phone : +1 561 / 351 1190
  randall@electraflyer.com
www.electraflyer.com

  EMRAX D.O.O.
  Pod hribom 4 • SI-1235  Radomlje • SLOVENIA
  Phone : +386  82053850
Fax : +386 0)17227905
  support@emrax.com
http://emrax.com

  ENGIRO GMBH
  Rathausstr. 10  • 52072   Aachen • GERMANY
  Phone : +49 0)241/56816-60
Fax : +49 0)241/56816-65 
  engineering@engiro.de 
http://www.engiro.de

  EQUIPMAKE
  Unit 7, Snetterton Business Park • Snetterton 
NR16 2JU • Norfolk • UNITED KINGDOM
  Phone : +44 0) 1953 661200
  enquiries@equipmake.co.uk
equipmake.co.uk

  EVOLARIS AVIATION GMBH 
  (evolaris aviation gmbh  / InnoCampus) Dr. 
Schneider-Strasse 92 • 2560  Nidau  • SWIT-
ZERLAND
  Phone : +41 79 857 27 81
Fax : +41 79 857 27 81
  info@evolaris-aviation.ch
http://www.evolaris-aviation.com

  Actia Electromobility   AP-MOT-110KW-250NM   110   55     -   Permanent Magnet   12.000         317x255                           65   250   AP-MOT-110KW-250NM    

Actia Electromobility   AP-MOT-140KW-400NM   140   75     -   Permanent Magnet   12.000         350x315                           80   400   AP-MOT-140KW-400NM    

Actia Electromobility   AP-MOT-160KW-2300NM   160   296     -   Permanent Magnet                                       120    2300   AP-MOT-160KW-2300NM    

Actia Electromobility   AP-MOT-250KW-3000NM   250   429     -   Permanent Magnet            693x512                           130    2300   AP-MOT-250KW-3000NM    

Advanced Electric Machines   HDSRM 150TC   50   30     -               158x210x277                  700         25   100   HDSRM 150TC    

Advanced Electric Machines   HDSRM300   160   80     -               386x195x420                  700         75    325   HDSRM300    

Advanced Electric Machines   HDSRM300T   160   75     -               386x200x420                  700         75   600   HDSRM300T    

Advanced Electric Machines   HDSRM300X   300   140     -               425x386x420                  700         150    100   HDSRM300X    

ATB   IEC motors   up to 2000        -                                                IEC motors    

AXTER AEROSPACE   AX-100E Electric Propulsion System           -                                                AX-100E Electric Propulsion Sys.    

Baumueller Nuernberg    PowerMela140   154   147     -                                 400         140   455   PowerMela140    

Baumueller Nuernberg    PowerMela50   75   90     -                                 695         50    160   PowerMela50    

Baumueller Nuernberg    PowerMela80   88   90     -                                 400         80   250   PowerMela80    

BorgWarner Inc.   HVH250-090-DOM   180   49     -               277 x 242               95   max700         130   340   HVH250-090-DOM    

BorgWarner Inc.   HVH250-115-DOM   350   57.2     -       10.000          302 x 242               95   up to 700         135   420   HVH250-115-DOM    

BorgWarner Inc.   HVH410-075-DOM   105   98     -      5.500         252 x 490               95   up to 700         95   1000   HVH410-075-DOM    

BorgWarner Inc.   HVH410-150-DOM   110   140     -       5.000          278 x 490               95   up to 700         90   2000   HVH410-150-DOM    

Bosch General Aviation Tech.   IMG   90        -                              95   up to 400            400   IMG    

Bosch General Aviation Tech.   SMG 2.1   320        -                              97   up to 800            620   SMG 2.1    

Bosch General Aviation Tech.   SMG 280/290   420   140     -                              92   650         240   900   SMG 280/290    

Brusa   DTSO1-096   150   51     -      13000         501 x 325 x 456                           80   270   DTSO1-096    

Brusa   DTSO1-097   125   52     -      11400         513 x 383 x 428                           80   250   DTSO1-097    

Brusa   DTSP1   250   51     -      12000         504 x 328 x304                           220   600   DTSP1    

Brusa   HSM1-10.18.13   180   51     -   brushless    4.900       10   256x292x328               95   400         100   390   HSM1-10.18.13    

Brusa   HSM1-10.18.22   210   73     -   brushless   4.600      10   344x292x326               95   400         125   440   HSM1-10.18.22    

Brusa   HSM1-6.17.12   125   51,5     -   brushless   1.200      6   256x292x328               95   400         70   310   HSM1-6.17.12    

Collins Aerospace Power & Controls   One MW project           -                                          1000      One MW project    

Contra Electric Propulsion Ltd.   CRPS   25   95     -                                 800         150   790   CRPS    

Denso Emotor   EPU Denso Honeywell   125        -                                                EPU Denso Honeywell    

Electric Aircraft Corp   Electra 1 /Uls   15   12     $ 4 200   Brushed   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   85   74   Direct   1   -   -   Electra 1 /Uls    

EMRAX d.o.o.   EMRAX 188   52   7     -   brushless      Outrunner   20   77x188x188               98   300   Direct      up to 30   90   EMRAX 188    

EMRAX d.o.o.   EMRAX 208   68   9     -   brushless   -   Outrunner   20   85x208x208   -      -   -   98   350   Direct   -   up to 41   140   EMRAX 208    

EMRAX d.o.o.   EMRAX 228   109   12    E   2 790   brushless   -   Outrunner   20   86x228x228   -      -   -   98   500   Direct   -   up to 62   230   EMRAX 228    

EMRAX d.o.o.   EMRAX 268    160-200   20     -   brushless      Outrunner   20   91x268x268               98   650   Direct      up to 107   500   EMRAX 268     

EMRAX d.o.o.   EMRAX 348   170-380   42     -   brushless      Outrunner   20   107x348x348               98   800   Direct      up to 210   1000   EMRAX 348    

ENGIRO GmbH   159AH_06020_ABC   34   12     -   brushless    8.000       10   182 x 218               90   96         9,6   75   159AH_06020_ABC    

ENGIRO GmbH   205 A_04XXX   8,5-75   20     -   brushless   8000      8   220 - 340 x 250               96   48-140         3-18   95   205 A_04XXX    

ENGIRO GmbH   205 W_04XXX   8.3-25   25-55     -   brushless         8   220-340 x 256               96   48-650         5.3-15   95   205 W_04XXX    

ENGIRO GmbH   260 W_08XXX   58-262   68-149     -   brushless    2800-6000       10   330 x 530 x 315               96   96-700         32-135   437   260 W_08XXX    

ENGIRO GmbH   260 W_20XXX   253-672        -   brushless   4210-6000         40 x 530 x 315                  650-700         130-342   1090   260 W_20XXX    

ENGIRO GmbH   370 W_29XXX   292-707        -   brushless    3.900       12   550 x 509 x 440               96   700         182-400   3900   370 W_29XXX    

Equipmake   APM120   125   24,5     -       12.000                                     75   130   APM120    

Equipmake   APM200   220   57     -       10.000                                        420   APM200    

evolaris aviation gmbh    EVO220   260   45     -   brushless            660x380x380                  420   Direct   1   220      EVO220    

Geiger   HPD 12   15   3.75     -   brushless   2180   Outrunner                                 12      HPD 12    

Geiger   HPD16   20   4.7     -   brushless    2.280    Outrunner                                 16      HPD16    

Company Model Max power Total Price Commut Type Number Number Dimensions KV Kt Rm No-load Best Normal Reduction Redution Max cont. Max torque Model 
   (kW) weight (kg)    of coils of poles (l x w x h mm) (rpm / V) (Nm/A) (mO) current lo (A) efficiency (%) voltage (V) mechanism ratio power (kW) (Nm)  
                   

Rolls-Royce Electrical 
Deutschland / RRP260D-X

Pipistrel by Textron eAviation  
E-811

BOOTH 
HALL A7 - 100

GET YOUR 
COPY:

AERO Special Price:
pick up your copy at our 

booth A7 - 100
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News

Just one day after American eVTOL developer Joby Avia-
tion announced that the company had received Part 145 
cert. from the FAA, competitor Archer, developer of the 
five-seat lift and cruise design Midnight, followed suit ac-
cording to an identical message. Under FAA regulations, 

the two publicly traded companies are now authorized to 
perform specialized aircraft repair services while main-
taining the highest level of safety, an important require-
ment for operating a commercial aviation company. 
www.jobyaviation.com + www.archer.com

EH216-S for just 332,000 Bucks

The Chinese eVTOL developer eHang, whose autono-
mous flying air taxi EH 216-S has already been approved 
for commercial use in China, has now announced the 
official sales price for its two-seat aircraft: From April 1, 
2024 you can buy the EH 216-S, which is designed for 
distances of up to 30 km(19 miles), for the equivalent of 
$332,304. After debuting at CES in Las Vegas in 2016, 
the aircraft received a standard airworthiness certificate 
in December 2023, leading to initial deliveries of the eV-
TOL to corporate customers, reportedly using the EH 
216-S in scenarios such as low-altitude sightseeing and 
urban tourism.
www.ehang.com

Joby and Archer march in step

Hybrid Assistance System for 
Helicopters
The Italian company Konner Helicopters is announcing 
its Hybrid Assistance System (HAS) as a “breakthrough 
in flight safety” for single-engine helicopters. HAS con-
sists of a high-torque brushless motor that automatical-
ly activates in an emergency, providing an additional 90 
horsepower to the main gearbox. This gives the pilot a 
secondary, reliable source of power in the event of a loss 
of main engine power. The immediate and autonomous 
activation of the HAS extend the time the pilot has to re-
act in case of an emergency; for example, to initiate au-
torotation. According to Konner, research has shown that 
an increase in reaction time of two seconds could have 
prevented 80 percent of all accidents following an engine 
failure with late-initiated autorotation. 
www.konnerhelicopters.com

German eVTOL developer Lilium has reached an agree-
ment with AJW Group, the world’s leading independent 
provider of components, repair and supply chain so-
lutions: The AJW Group is the world’s exclusive spare 
parts distributor for the Lilium Jet. The contract is a very 
comprehensive agreement that also covers the man-
agement of Lilium’s spare parts inventory, the provision 
of warehousing and logistics services, as well as repair 
and asset management. Following approval as a devel-
opment organization (Design Organization Approval, 

AJW Group in charge of spare parts supply for Lilium  Jet
DOA) by EASA, Lilium began production of the Lilium 
Jet at the end of last year, with entry into service sched-
uled for 2026. www.lilium.com
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EH216-S for just 332,000 Bucks

Sikorsky develops hybrid-electric VTOL
Now a well-respected helicopter specialist has joined 
the ranks of eVTOL developers: Sikorsky, which belongs 
to the defense and technology group Lockheed Mar-
tin, is developing a hybrid-electric tilt-wing demonstra-
tor for vertical take-off and landing. The goal of Sikor-
sky engineers is to combine high speed with a range 
of almost 1000 km. The finished demonstrator will have 
a maximum gross weight of 4,000 kg and feature a 1.2 
MW class turbo generator. Sikorsky Innovations and GE 
Aerospace are currently completing a hybrid-electric 
propulsion system test rig to test a 600 kW electric motor 
for hover performance.
www.sikorsky.com.

After its first manned eVTOL flight last June, Florida-based Doro-
ni Aerospace has announced its next model: The H1-X, which has 
four coaxial ducted propellers housed in the wings for vertical flight 
movements and two additional ducted propellers for forward thrust. 
Doroni Aerospace said it will reach a cruising speed of 120 mph 
(200 km/h) and a flight duration of up to 40 minutes. The two-seater 
H1-X weighs just over 600 kg and has a payload of 200 kg. Control 
via a centrally mounted joystick is largely automated. It is under-
stood that Doroni plans to sell the H1-X as a light sport aircraft that 
requires pilots to complete only 20 hours of training in the United 
States. Full-scale prototype flight testing is expected to be conduct-
ed by the end of this year. The H1-X is scheduled to go into series 
production in 2026. The price should then be somewhere between 
$300,000 and $400,000. A lot will depend on whether Doroni man-
ages to convince investors of the – literally  and commercial – via-
bility of his very futuristic-looking concept. www.doroni.io

News

Integral E from Aura Aero completes successful rolling tests
The  French company Aura Aero, designer and devel-
oper of the Integral family of two-seat training aircraft, 
has now successfully put the prototype of its fully electric 
Integral E into operation and carried out the first rolling 
tests. Integral E is driven by the ENGINEUS electric mo-
tor from Safran. The first test flights are scheduled to be-
gin in a few weeks. The Integral Trainer will then be avail-
able in three versions: as a Taildragger R (which first flew 
in 2020), with a nose wheel landing gear as a Tricycle-
Gear S (which completed its first flight in 2023) and in the 
future also as a fully electric version Integral E. Integral E 
was first presented at the 2023 Paris Air Show.
Certification of the conventionally powered variants is ex-
pected this year, after which the first customer deliver-
ies will begin. Certification of the Integral E is scheduled 
to be completed by 2026. A towed variant of the electric 
plane is also being developed in collaboration with the 
French Gliding Federation (FFVP).
www.aura-aero.com

H1-X by Doroni Aerospace
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Market Watch

HOME VISIT TO PIVOTAL IN PALO ALTO

Helix looks like something out of a science fiction film from the end of the last cen-
tury. But the single-seater eVTOL flies in real life and not in a computer animation. 
And it is the first eVTOL that you can buy privately and fly legally - at least in the USA 
- fully electric, of course. Willi Tacke visited the pioneering company in Palo Alto, 
which will soon be selling its products to other countries.  

On the occasion of the “Transformative Vertical Flight” event 
in Silicon Valley, I thought I would stop by Pivotal (formerly 
Opener). You can still find the company in Google Maps un-
der Opener in Palo Alto, but when I drive past the address 
shown on Sunday after arriving in San Francisco, I‘m not sure 
if I‘m in the right place. A small two-story industrial building, 
no nameplate, no notice on the mailbox and no aircraft can 
be seen even when looking over the fence.
Pivotal boss Ken Karklin explains to me on the phone the 
next day: “That’s right. We‘re still in stealth mode for a bit, but 
we‘re changing that with the start of sales. For example, we 
are now building a showroom here and have set up a room 
for simulator training. We can also be clearly seen at the near-
by airfield where the practical training takes place.”
The story of Pivotal began under the name Opener in 2010 
in Canada. Engineer Marcus Leng developed his dream of 
flying in the province of Ontario. After selling his production 
company, he devoted himself to his hobby, flying, in the ear-
ly 2010s and developed the idea of a “different” eVTOL air-
craft. The three existing concepts “Multicopter”, “Tilt Rotor” or 

A helix at the coast of Oregon.

“Tilt Wing” and “Lift and Cruise” did not really convince him. 
It should be possible without too much mechanical effort, 
he thought, to take off and land vertically with multi-propel-
lers, but then fly forward with wings (which is up to four times 
more effective, i.e. energy saving). His solution, after endless 
attempts, was the “tilt aircraft,” in which the aircraft rotates 
around the pilot. Leng developed the motors, controls and 
also the structure from carbon fiber reinforced plastic and 
in 2011 he took off for the first time with his opener Blackfly.

Decisive impulse

Prototype followed prototype and then there was a big push 
in 2014 thanks to Larry Page. The Google co-founder, who 
has long been interested in electric flight and especially eV-
TOLs, and who visited Pipistrel in Slovenia more than 15 
years ago, invested in various eVTOL developers and found-
ed the companies ZeeAero and Kitty Hawk, agreed to make 
start-up funds available on the condition of maintaining con-
fidentiality.

Market Watch
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The secrecy surrounding his holdings was one of the hall-
marks of Larry Page‘s aviation investments. American friends 
I had known for years were not allowed to reveal where they 
worked after they started at ZeeAero. And Page, who had 
a small apartment on the upper floor of the company in the 
early years, was only respectfully referred to as ‘the man up-
stairs’, who was not allowed to be mentioned, but was always 
very interested. Another thing the investments had in com-
mon was that all the companies in and around Palo Alto were 
located in Silicon Valley, where Google has its headquarters 
and where Larry Page also lives.
Some activities at ZeeAero (later Kitty Hawk) were discontin-
ued or sold to Boeing. But Mr. Google continued to be heavi-
ly involved in the electric aviation sector.
He finally emerged from self-imposed anonymity with his 
company Opener about two and a half years ago. The com-
pany exhibited in Oshkosh and began selling its first product 
- the Opener Blackfly - last summer. In autumn 2023, the com-
pany was renamed Pivotal. The name - derived from pivoting 
(in German: rotatable, swiveling) - better describes the char-
acteristics of the aircraft than the old company name Open-
er. The rotation as a decisive feature can also be found in the 
new name of the aircraft, which is now no longer called Black-
fly (German: Griebelmücke) but rather Helix (German: Wen-
del, Spirale), which is certainly better for marketing reasons, 
because who wants to like to identify with a little bloodsucker.
The essential and somehow ingenious thing about Pivotal air-
craft is that with Pivotal the aircraft basically revolves around 
the pilot. In addition to the advantage of reduced complexi-
ty, this also has the advantage of saving weight. Which brings 
us to the crux of the matter: The Pivotal Helix can legally fly 
as an ultralight aircraft in the FAA Part 103 UL class. Without 
registration and without a pilot‘s license! And that in turn en-
ables early market entry. The first flying prototype in 2011.

In hover mode, all propellers point upwards.
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Part 103: The trick with the floats
The class of ultralight aircraft in the USA is also called “Part 
103” according to the regulations of the American aviation 
authority FAA. This rule from 1982 states: An ultralight aircraft 
may have a maximum fuel capacity of 5 gallons (approx. 19 
liters), fly no faster than 55 knots (approx. 100 km/h) in level 
flight at full throttle and must have a stall speed below of 24 
knots (approx. 44 km/h). And the crucial point: It must not be 
heavier than 254 lbs (approx. 115 kg).
But why can the Pivotal Helix call itself a “legal ultralight”? 
The trick lies in an additional rule regarding weight. It says: 
254 lbs “excluding floats and safety devices”. In plain lan-
guage: Swimmers and rescue equipment are not counted 
in the weight). You are allowed to weigh an additional 30 lbs 
(13.6 kg) per float (or buoyant hull) and 10 lbs (4.5 kg) for 
each auxiliary swimmer and another 24 lbs (10.8 kg) for the 
rescue system. In the case of the Helix, this makes 30 lbs for 
the hull and 40 lbs for the four auxiliary swimmers plus 24 

UL feeling: the Helix can be packed away in the trailer in 20 minutes.

Series production has started.

lbs for the rescue system, which in total gives a permissible 
empty weight of 348 lbs (157 kg). In order to claim the weight 
exemptions with the FAA, the manufacturer had to demon-
strate water takeoffs and landings. “We did that, of course,” 
said Karklin, “but the possible ditching is a safety option and 
launching from the water is not a regular launching option 
that we recommend.”
“After more than 80 prototypes, we finalized the design and 
delivered the first Helix to a customer in the summer (wing 
182-04-2023),” says Pivotal boss Ken Kahrlin. “All systems in 
the Pivotal are triple redundant.” For example, there are three 
“flight control computers” that enable “fly-by-wire” via the mo-
tors. But how do you prevent someone from simply buying 
such a device and then having an accident? “Although there 
is no legal requirement for a pilot’s license, we only sell the 
aircraft with a complete 10- to 14-day flight training course. 
Anyone who has not successfully completed this will not re-
ceive a device. In addition, the customer must personally 

Market Watch
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identify themselves before each flight,” says Karklin. If some-
one else is to fly the aircraft, they must also complete the 
complete training. The devices are also equipped with “geo-
fencing,” which means you can only fly in certain areas. Buy-
ing a Helix in the USA and then simply flying to another coun-
try doesn‘t work.
Most of the training takes place in the self-developed simula-
tor and initially only directly at the manufacturer in Palo Alto. 
A tilting chair simulates the rotational movement when taking 
off and VR glasses provide a realistic impression of flight. The 
device is controlled via a joystick, of which there are two, but 
of course only one is used depending on whether you are 
right- or left-handed.

Self-experiment in the simulator

A little self-experimentation in Palo Alto showed me that the 
controls - at least in the simulator - are quite simple. After tak-
ing my seat, I select my joystick, put on the VR glasses and 
off we go. After taking off, I can initially fly the “machine” verti-
cally upwards in hover mode. Pressing the stick fully and un-
locking causes the machine to go into forward flight. All im-
portant displays such as altitude, climb rate, speed, battery 
level and engine temperature are displayed in the VR glass-
es. To save energy, go into horizontal flight as quickly as pos-
sible after take-off, because the energy consumption here is 
less than 30% of the consumption in hover mode. When tak-
ing off, you just tip slightly onto your back from the normal 
sitting position and then, after taking off, quickly turn into the 
regular horizontal flight position, with the aircraft accelerating 
forward to the minimum horizontal speed.
When turning around, climbing and descending, the little 
plane behaves intuitively. To land, you go into vertical mode 
about 10 meters above the landing point, the pilot‘s seat 
turns backwards and you look at the sky. In the supine posi-
tion and after confirming the intention to land again, the pilot 
sits gently on the ground. You can watch over your shoulder, 
but the slow lowering is automatically controlled by the com-
puter using radar and laser measurement.
Finally, I can say: When I saw the BlackFly for the first time, I 
thought “No way. As a pilot, landing on your back with just a 
look over your shoulder – that´s not for me.” But after the sim-

ulator flights, I have to say that I can also very well imagine a 
real test flight and definitely have to plan this in my calendar 
for later in the year. Also contributing to this decision was the 
realization that when flying a multi-engine eVTOL you have 
to rely on computer controls anyway. After all, who is able to 
manually maneuver an aircraft using, for example, eight pro-
pellers? And if a company has computer expertise, it is cer-
tainly one with a “Google connection”.
By the way, the simulator is just one of the safety features of 
the Helix. In addition to the multiple redundancy - even if an 
engine or propeller fails, the flight can continue until a safe 
landing - another is an overall aircraft-rocket rescue system.

Helix also in Germany?

So far, apart from two prototypes with UL-VVZ (Provisional 
Traffic Approval), there are no ultralight eVTOLs in Germany 
and the best-known and only one that so far flies regularly in 
Germany is the Volocopter. But the company from Bruchsal 
has long since said goodbye to the ultralight idea, which was 
not exactly well received by DULV, which made these flights 
possible with a lot of effort. Because as a pilots‘ association 
you only want to invest time and money in aircraft that can 
then be flown by the members at some point. At Pivotal, this 
is the clear intention and with the first delivery of the first de-
vices, the manufacturer has shown that it is serious about it.
A blueprint for UL approval in Germany could be the intro-
duction of other UL device classes over the last 40+ years. 
For gyros, paramotors and UL helicopters, there was initial-
ly a testing program for which several manufacturers and an 
association came together to develop safety, operation and 
approval requirements for type certification. After complet-
ing the program, it was clear how and with which licenses the 
aircraft could be flown in Germany. Pivotal says it is ready for 
such a collaboration. And history shows that many other Eu-
ropean and non-European countries later copied/adopted 
the German regulations.
Once this hurdle has been overcome, there would still be an-
other obstacle: The Pivotal Helix costs a whopping $240,000. 
But in return you get an aircraft that flies fully electric and can 
do more things than other aircraft. There would certainly be 
customers for it. 

Simulator training with VR goggles.
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The AERO in Friedrichshafen / Germany is 
the global platform for all fields of general 
aviation. This year it celebrates its 30th an-
niversary. At this jubilee show, which will 
be held from April 17 to 20, 2024, visitors 
will be able to view the entire diversity of 
aviation from gliders, microlights, pow-
ered aircraft and helicopters to business 

aviation up close in twelve exhibition halls 
and the static display. With more than 700 
exhibitors from 38 countries as well as 
visitors and journalists from all over the 
world, AERO Friedrichshafen is the annu-
al meeting place for the international avia-
tion community.

AERO 2024 Preview
30 years of packed information for the GA

Airshow and special exhibition
An anniversary must of course be celebrated in a proper 
manner. A one-hour airshow is thus planned for Saturday, 
which will spectacularly illustrate the broad spectrum of to-
pics at the international aviation trade fair between innova-
tion and sustainability. A special exhibition will also provide 
insights into the history of AERO Friedrichshafen and pre-
sent milestones, innovations and pioneering developments 
that have shaped general aviation.

e-flight-expo + Flying Pages (booth A7-100)
The dominant theme of the AERO in 2024 will once again be 
the transformation of aviation towards greater sustainabili-
ty. An important part of this is the e-flight-expo, co-initiated 
by the publishing house Flying Pages (FLÜGEL - das Mag-
azin and FLÜGEL - World Directory of Light Aviation), which 
was launched in 2009 as the world‘s first exhibition for elec-
tric flying. The show within AERO focuses on innovative so-
lutions and projects in electric flight and brings together ex-
hibitors and visitors from the field of sustainable aviation. A 
symposium on the use of hydrogen as an aviation propul-
sion system, which was held for the first time in 2023, will 
also be expanded to include battery technology: The AERO 
Hydrogen & Battery Summit will start on Tuesday afternoon 
(April 16) and continue on the first day of the trade fair. The 
Sustainable Aviation Trail offers a “green thread“ for trade 
fair visitors: all exhibitors who are intensively involved with 
the topic of sustainability are marked with a green balloon.

Extended Career Days
Due to the great success of the Career Day last year, the 
event is being expanded this year: The AERO Career Days 
2024 will take place on Friday and Saturday, April 19 and 20, 
at Übergang Ost and offer a unique platform to bring togeth-
er young talents and experienced industry representatives. 
The AERO Career Days concept is designed to appeal to 
young people, school graduates, students and experienced 
professionals interested in career opportunities in the avia-
tion industry. The event will feature a large number of exhib-
itors from the aviation sector as well as a varied stage pro-
gram. 

Event-Premiere: AERO Fly-In
In the anniversary year, there will even be a second highlight 
later on in the year: With the AERO Fly-In, an event premiere 
will take place at the Aalen-Elchingen airfield. In cooperation 
with trade fair partner Luftraum Süd and Luftsportring Aalen, 
the traditional airfield festival in Baden-Württemberg‘s Ostal-
bkreis district will be conceptually expanded under the mot-
to ‘Future Meets History’. From historic to electrically pow-
ered aircraft, on the ground and in the air: On the summer 
date of August 31 to September 1, 2024, the new AERO Fly-
In will bring together the general aviation community and all 
aviation enthusiasts in an outdoor environment with simple 
fly-in regulations and attractive forms of participation.

Gliding Expo
The AERO Gliding Expo will take place in Zeppe-
lin CAT Hall A1, the largest hall on the exhibition 
grounds. A large number of exhibitors from the glid-
ing sector will present their products and services there. 
For the first time, Hall A1 will include a dedicated confer-
ence area for gliding, where top-class presentations and 
panel discussions on future gliding topics will be held on 
a stage and in dedicated conference rooms in cooper-
ation with air sports associations. This platform offers the 
ideal opportunity to discuss the latest developments and 
challenges in the gliding industry. As you can see, there 
are many reasons to travel to beautiful Lake Constance. 
www.aero-expo.de

that have shaped general aviation.

e-flight-expo + Flying Pages (booth A7-100)
The dominant theme of the AERO in 2024 will once again be 
the transformation of aviation towards greater sustainabili
ty. An important part of this is the e-flight-expo, co-initiated 
by the publishing house Flying Pages (FLÜGEL - das Mag
azin and FLÜGEL - World Directory of Light Aviation), which 
was launched in 2009 as the world‘s first exhibition for elec
tric flying. The show within AERO focuses on innovative so

www.flying-pages.com           Booth A7-100
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Expos / Fairs

F

e-FLIGHT-EXPO

Electra Trainer

This year, the e-Flight-Expo will once 
again be the largest exhibition for electric 
aircraft and aviation engines of all kinds. 
The trend towards trainer aircraft conti-
nues, new players such as the Chinese 
RX4E are also likely to win customers in 
Europe.

For anyone interested in e-Flight, the Flying Pages stand di-
rectly at the entrance to Hall A7 with its e-Flight Journal is of 
course the first port of call. Diamond Aircraft and BRM are 
continuing to work on the approval of their Part 23 EASA air-
craft, as is Jean Botti from Voltaero with his Casio 330. Some 
of the planes will also be seen in flight on Saturday morning. 
The new trend is the use of eVTOLs as rescue transport vehi-
cles, such as the Avilus Load & Fly, which will have its world 
premiere at AERO. In line with this is the GoAERO competi-
tion, which was endowed with $3 million in prize money by 
Boeing and NASA and is being presented for the first time in 
Europe at AERO.

Sustainable Aviation Path
With the three e-keywords Electric, Ecologic, Evolutionary, 
the e-flight Expo set out 15 years ago as part of AERO to doc-
ument the revolution in light aviation.

eVTOL study of the German DLR

At the start of the e-flight Expo, the electric planes and devel-
opments still fit in the Forum West. Then they moved to Hall 
A7. Suppliers of products and aircraft in the area of climate-
neutral, ecological flying can now be found in almost all exhi-
bition halls. The AERO e-flight-Expo has therefore created the 
“Sustainable Aviation Path”, which leads interested visitors to 
the relevant manufacturers. The starting point is of course in 
Forum East, Hall A7. All e-exhibitors are marked with a large 
green balloon.

Ecologic Trainer 
Due to the short range due to the low battery density, bat-
tery-electric machines are not yet suitable for long journeys. 
But with electric training aircraft, especially for traffic control 
training, progress is being made in all classes: UL, LSA and 
Part 23. The Pipistrel Velis received EASA CS-LSA approval 
years ago and is also selling very well worldwide under the 
new owner Textron. With the acquired expertise, Textron will 
of course also electrify machines from its other brands soon-
er or later.

Voltaero Cassio 300
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fNIX

The Elektra Trainer, which received its 600 kg UL approval last 
year, can be seen this year as a mid-wheel glider and a tail-
wheel version. Diamond Aircaft has now completed its first 
flights with its eDA 40. BRM and H55 want to have the Part 23 
approval for their Bristel Energic completed soon. Jean Bot-
ti takes a different approach with his Casio. Since the battery 
density is not yet sufficient for a business aircraft, he initially 
installs a hybrid power source consisting of a combustion en-
gine from Kawasaki and an electric motor from Safran in his 
electric Voltaero. “Later, when the batteries are significantly 
better or fuel cells can be approved, we will be open to all of 
these possibilities. As well as for burning hydrogen directly in 
our hybrid engine.”

Important supplier 
On the supplier side, the e-Flight Expo is expanding further: 
in addition to companies such as MGM Compro and Geiger, 
the French company Safran is presenting its electric drives 
for the first time. Safran is now already represented in sever-
al e-flight projects: from eVTOLs, such as the one from Bell, 
to the eDA 40 training aircraft from Diamond or the Casio hyb-
rid travel machine from Voltaero. And where the engines are, 
propeller manufacturers are not far away: the Ultralight spe-
cialists Helix from Aachen and DUC from Lyon are at the start 
of many e-projects.

19Flügel  Das Magazin

Avilus Load & Fly Rescue RPA

BRM / H55

Ikarus C42 with fuel cell and electric motor

Hi Fly /Dornier - Seaplane

Pipistrel Velis
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E-FLIGHT EXPO PRESENTATIONS
As every year, a whole series of lectures will once again 
take place as part of the AERO / e-Flight-Expo in 2024.  
In addition to the four sessions of the e-Flight-Ex-
po, which, like the presentation of the e-flight-ex-
po Award, will all take place on the large stage in Fo-
rum East directly adjacent to e-Flight Hall A7, AERO has 
also expanded the AERO Hydrogen & Battery Summit.  
This year, it will take place on April 16 and 17 in the Ber-
lin area of the East Conference Center on the second floor.  
All e-lectures and forums will be held in English.   

Wednesday April 17. 
01.15-01.15 pm
Freight, Medivac - Leisure - the first commercial  
eVTOL activities
Nicolas Bär / COO Avilus GmbH
Sky Sartorius / GoAERO Price /Boeing 
Andreas Thälmann / Airbus (tbc)
Ken Karlin / Pivotal
Nadine Doerge / DLR Drone Challence 

Thursday April 18.
9:30-10:30 am
The first electric fixed-wing aircraft on their way  
UL and Part 23
Jean Botti / Voltaero (CEO)
Calin Gologan / Elektra Solar (CEO)
Kang Guiwen / Liaoning GA RX1E 
Axel Lange / Lange Aviation( CEO) 

03:15 - 04:15 pm
Hydrogen as an energy source for e-flight projects  
Karl Kaeser / Kasaero GmbH (CEO)
Qinying Zhang / Rolls Royce (Head of fixed-wing aircraft)
Michael Friend / Hydrogen flight expert
Kang Guiwen / Liaoning - RX4E HY (Project Lead)

Geiger‘s 60 volt motors 
power a wide variety of ultra-
light aircraft: from the small 
trike to the UL glider Wing 
from AIR and the two-seater 
Elektra Trainer.AIR Atos Wing

Friday April 19.
01:00-01:40 pm
Airspace Regulation for eVTOLs and others  
ATC for Advanced Air Mobility   
Li Shinpeng / IDEA Research 
Daniel Sülberg / DLR – Cochstedt

01:40-02:00 pm 
Theion - Lithium-sulfur batteries for aviation
Dr Ulrich Theion (CEO) 

02:00-02:20 pm
Fuel cell drive for an UL seaplane
Kasaero Karl Käser (CEO)

02:20-02:40 pm
Motorized flying for 0 Euro - 
Uwe Nordmann / Elektra Solar

02:40-02:55 pm 
RX_E: A family of electric airplanes 
Kang Guiwen / Shengyang University

02:55 - 03:00 pm
2024 e-Flight-Expo Award

Expos / Fairs
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The current status of all presentations is available on the 
AERO website:
AERO:  www.AERO-expo.de
Flying-pages: www.aero.flying.pages.com

E-FLIGHT-EXPO AWARD
As has been the tradition for 15 years, the coveted e-
Flight Expo Award will also be presented in 2024.  
This oldest international prize for electric flying hon-
ors outstanding developments in electric flying, 
from propulsion to trikes and triaxles to eVTOLs. 
Previous winners include Jean Botti (Voltaero), Ivo Bos-
carol (Pipistrel), Tian Yu (Autoflight), Michael Kügel-
gen (eMagic), Calin Gologan (Elektra Solar) as well as 
propulsion specialists such as Frank Anton (Siemens 
Electric Aircraft) and Martin Dvorsky (MGM Compro). 
 
This year the e-Flight-Expo Prize will be awarded on Friday, 
April 19 at 02:55 pm on the stage in Forum Ost.   4
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HALL A1
AERO Gliding Expo (Gliders), Indoor Cam-
ping Area

HALL A2
AERODrones for Emergency and Rescue 
Services
only from /nur am April 17 – 19, 2024

HALL A3
Business Aviation, General Aviation, Servi-
ces, Equipment

HALL A4
Business Aviation, General Aviation, Servi-
ces, Equipment

HALL A5
General Aviation, ENGINE AREA, Mainte-
nance, Propulsion Systems, Pilot Supplies

HALL A6
Avionics Avenue, Cockpit and Onboard 
Systems, Flight Simulator Area

HALL A7
e-flight-expo, e-VTOL, General Aviation, e-
connect area
booth 100: Flying Pages with partners 
Aviation et Pilote 
Powered Sport Flying Magazin

HALL B1
UL, VLA, LSA

HALL B2
UL, VLA, LSA

HALL B3
UL, VLA, LSA

HALL B4
Gyrocopters, DAeC, DULV

HALL B5
Helicopter Hangar, Heli-Forum

STATIC DISPLAY
Business Aviation, Second hand aircraft

FOYER WEST
AERO Conference Center West, Be a Pilot, 
MRO Area, Forum Stage West

FOYER EAST
AERO Conference Center East, Forum Stage 
East, 30th Anniversary special exhibition (He-
ritage Trail)

PASSAGE EAST
AERO Career Days - 
only from April 19 &20, 2024

Subject to change.

We are looking forward to 
see you at 
booth A7, 100.

Expos / Fairs
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People in Europe have been getting used to seeing Chi-
nese electric cars on the road. European pilots may soon 
see electric airplanes designed and produced by a Chinese 
manufacturer flying in the sky in Europe. 

 Text:  Xin Gou, bc. Photos: Xin Gou, Manufacture

-RX1E-
A full electric airplane is 
coming to Europe

Electric Planes from China 

One of the variants of the RX1E: as a version with floats (below) and as a four-seater (small photo on the right)
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RX1E is the world’s first certified Electric 
Light Sport Airplane (LSA) to receive type 
certificate from CAAC in 2015.
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AAn ambitious Chinese manufacturer little known outside of China, 
Liaoning Ruixiang General Aircraft Co., Ltd (RGAC), together with 
their marketing partner, will display three airplanes at AERO 2024: 
the full electric two-seat RX1E-A which will do a demo flight on 20 
April; the full electric two-seat RX1E-S float plane; and RX4E, a full 
electric four-seat airplane by design. However, the one for display 
at AERO is a hydrogen powered demonstrator with an internal com-
bustion engine burning hydrogen as fuel, and they plan to run the 
engine on hydrogen for demonstration. RGAC is actively looking for 
distributors in Europe and plans to apply for the proper certification 
and to sell in Europe soon. 

A founder from a surprising background 

RGAC was established in October 2013 as a subsidiary of Liaoning 
General Aviation Academy (LGAA). The founder of RGAC is Prof.
Yang Fengtian, the chief designer of the F8II fighter of the Chinese 
air force which helped him get elected to be a member of the Chi-
nese Academy of Engineering. This is the highest-ranked position 
an engineer could dream of reaching in China. 

With the achievement and privileges from his previous career under 
his belt, Prof. Yang set off to pursue his new goal (at the age of 70) of 
making aviation sustainable. Having spending decades in design-
ing fighter jets, Prof. Yang realized that he must start with something 
small in electric aviation. He is also an advocate for recreational fly-
ing so a two-seat electric airplane in light sport airplane (LSA) cat-
egory is a natural fit of these two goals. Prof. Yang proceeded to 
become the president of Shenyang Aerospace University, a posi-
tion which helped him found RGAC and LGAA and to set sustain-
able aviation and electric airplane design and manufacturing as the 
main goal of these two entities. 

Two “world’s first” titles 

RX1E-A
It’s a little-known fact that RX1E was the world’s first certified electric 
light sport airplane (LSA) when it received the type certificate under 
LSA category from CAAC, the Chinese civil aviation regulator, in 
2015. And for that matter, the second certified electric powered air-
craft of any type in the world after Andares 20e electric self-launch 

The glider-like wings give RX1E-A a 17:1 glide ratio and 2.5 hours 
maximum duration.  

All RX series airplanes have removable batteries for continuous operation 
and upgrade potential. Shown here are the batteries of RX1E-A.

Size 
Length 6.58m 
Height 2.45m 
Wingspan 14.5m 

 
Weight 
Max takeoff weight 630kg 
Payload 160kg 
Battery weight 165kg 

 
Electric propulsion system 
Peak power 50kW 
Rated power 30kW 
Battery capacity 34.56kWh 

 
Performance 
Takeoff run distance 281m 
Landing distance 208m 
Max climb rate 3.2m/s 
Stall speed 83km/h 
Cruising speed 120km/h 
Duration 2h30min 
Range 280km 
�

TECHNICAL DATA RX1E-A
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sailplane of Lange Aviation in Germany under Part 22 by EASA in 
2004. The same as EASA, LSA is a certificated category in China. 

It is also a fact that RX1E has very limited duration of about 40 min-
utes due to the battery technology available for aviation adoption 
back then and a battery capacity of 8.8kwh due to 500kg takeoff 
weight limit. As a natural evolution, an upgraded model called RX1E-
A was designed and obtained LSA type certificate from CAAC in 
2018.
With the battery capacity increased to 34kwh and a lighter carbon fi-
ber airframe to increase the takeoff weight to 630kg, as well as a 17:1 
glide ratio, the flight duration of RX1E-A can reach 150 minuteswhich 
should be good enough for most use cases of LSA, and with the 
removable battery packs design, the airplane can be ready to fly 
again in less than 10 minutes. The depleted battery packs can be 
recharged to full in 1.5 hours. RX1E-A is now also equipped with a 
ballistic whole airframe parachute. The total flight hours of RX1E and 
RX1E-A have reached more than 15,000+ hours.

RX1E-S
Perhaps not satisfied with just one “world’s first” title of RX1E, RGAC 
headed out to replace the landing gear of RX1E-A with a pair of 
straight floats to create the world’s first certified electric float plane, 
RX1E-S, in 2021. With heavier empty weight RX1E-S is upgraded to 
an 80kW electric motor. It has a flight duration of 100 minutes. One 
of the benefits of RX1E-S is that since it is full electric with zero emis-
sion, it may be able to use more lakes for operation where traditional 
float planes with combustion engines are not allowed. 

The cockpit of 
RX1E-A has large 
doors. 

Size  
Length 6.78m 
Height 2.94m 
Wingspan 14.5m 

  
Weight  
Max takeoff weight 650kg 
Payload 160kg 
Battery weight 165kg 

  
Electric propulsion system  
Peak power 80kW 
Rated power 60kW 
Battery capacity 34.56kWh 

  
Performance  
Takeoff run distance 235m 
Landing distance 207m 
Max climb rate 4.5m/s 
Stall speed 82km/h 
Cruising speed 110km/h 
Duration 1h40min 
Range 150km 
 

TECHNICAL DATA RX1E-S

The float plane model of RX1E-A may have advantages which 
will permit to operate at more lakes.

Prof. Yang Fengtian 
started his entrepre-

neurial journey of elec-
tric airplane when he 
retired, and he is still 

ambitious till today.
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Size  
Length 8.4m 
Height 3.05m 
Wingspan 13.5m 

  
Weight  
Max takeoff weight 1260kg 
Payload 320kg 
Battery weight 330kg 

  
Electric propulsion system  
Peak power 150kW 
Rated power 120kW 
Battery capacity 69.12kWh 

  
Performance  
Takeoff run distance 338m 
Landing distance 283m 
Max climb rate 4.2m/s 
Stall speed 109km/h 
Cruising speed 157km/h 
Duration 1h30min 
Range 235km 
�

TECHNICAL DATA  RX4E
According to RGAC the three models altogether have several dozen 
in use and have received 400 orders. The listed price of RX1E-A starts 
from a little over 1 million RMB or about 130,000 euro with basic avi-
onics and instrument to over 1.2 million RMB or 150,000 euro with op-
tional avionics. 

Four-seat model on the way

RX4E
Where should RGAC go next after the two-seat LSA? Of course, a four-
seat Part 23 electric airplane! RX4E designed and produced by RGAC 
made its maiden flight in October 2019 and is currently undergoing 
Part 23 certification at CAAC. Considering the progress of the certifica-
tion and CAAC’s support for electric aviation, it would not be surpris-
ing if RX4E soon becomes the first certified Part 23 electric airplane in 
the world. 

RX4E-S
Of course, RX4E will also have the float plane model which will al-
most certainly take the title of “world’s first certified four-seat electric 
airplane”. 

RX4HE
Not only focusing on full electric, RGAC has been developing hydro-
gen technology for aviation use. A RX4E prototype was retrofitted with 
a hydrogen-burning combustion engine converted from an automobile 
engine for using compressed hydrogen at 70Mpa as fuel. 
The hydrogen powered RX4E is currently for demonstration purposes 
only and is not on the way to certification, but with the diversification of 
RX1E series and the ambition of now 82 year-old Prof. Yang, it will be 
very exciting to see what RGAC will bring to AERO next time. The four-seat RX4E is on its 

way of becoming the first certi-
fied Part 23 electric airplane.
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only and is not on the way to certification, but with the diversification of 
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fied Part 23 electric airplane.
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Premiere in Shenzhen

Text and Photos: Willi Tacke

On January 27, two AutoFlight Prosperity eVTOLs took off from the Vertiport in Shenzhen ...

eVTOL in Asia
 

Precisely at 5 pm the sonar sound of the 20 large propellers of the 
two Prosperity aircraft filled the air as they lifted off from the impro-
vised Vertiport Peer of the Shekou Ferry Port in Shenzhen. All the 
invited visitors are on two boats in the harbor in front of the pier.
There was also the noisy sound of the Airbus 145 Helicopter which 
took off to get the video of the historic flight. After one round over 
the spectators the twoeVTOLs split; one continued a flight perfor-
mance in Shenzhen and then landed after about 20 minutes, while 
the other flew the 50 Kilometers to the second Vertiport installed at 
the Jiuzhou Ferry Port in Zhuhai. 
“The First ever eVTOL intercity flight over water between 2 million-
population cities was only possible because the support of the local 
operator as well as the Local-, Regional- and Central Government 
here in Shenzhen”, said a very happy Tian Yu (CEO of Autoflight) 
after the flight was completed. For the flight the four international 
airports of Shenzhen, Hong Kong, Macau and Zhuhai were closed 
temporarily, and more than 15 international flights were delayed.
The demonstration flight was uncrewed and fully autonomous, 
with cargo operations having started this year and the certification 

The Low Attitude Economy (LAE) Initiative in Shenzhen kicked off the Year of the Dragon 2024 
with a world premiere. Two unmanned Autoflight Prosperity eVTOL took off at the Shekou Ferry 
Port in Shenzhen and after a circle over the harbor one continued with a local flight performance 
and the other one flew over the water to Jiuzhou Ferry Port in Zhuhai (about 50 Km away). This 
route is one of the multiple intercity routes which are now planned by the LAE Alliance, and 
which have the goal to start the world’s first AAM operation area in the Pearl River Delta.  

... one landed at the same spot after twenty 
minutes flight show while the other landed at the 
vertiport in the port of Zhuhai, about 50 km away.

for crewed passenger flights anticipated within approximately two 
years. Referred to as air-taxis, eVTOLs do not require traditional air-
ports or runways. Similar to helicopters, they take off vertically and 
transit to fixed-wing flight mode in the air, cruising at high speeds 
like traditional aircraft. The aircraft delivers an electric-powered, 
safe, comfortable, sustainable and affordable performance at sig-
nificantly lower noise levels than traditional aircraft.

Market Watch
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Why Shenzhen?
The demonstration flight took place in one of the world’s most 
densely populated areas, home to around 86 million people. The 
flight could be seen as another demo flight of the upcoming air tax-
is, but it also can be seen as the starting signal of the operations 
in the world’s first urban air mobility area with eVTOL- cargo-, me-
divac- and passenger flights as well as delivery drone operations. 
And it seems that the Chinese central government has realized 
that this new technology can only be developed and used if the in-
frastructure and the airspace are adopted accordingly. After open-
ing the lower altitude airspace to general civil aviation in China in 
recent years, it did not develop as quickly as expected in China. 
The main reason may be because the air traffic control for gener-
al aviation is still handled by the military, and this did not work. A 
simple general aviation flight has to be filed and confirmed by the 
military ATC between 2 and 24 hours before the flight and this way 
of operation simply did not work for general aviation. Realizing 
this situation, a team of researchers around the former Microsoft 
SVP in charge of artificial intelligence (AI) Harry Shum created the 
state-owned IDEA research institute which, among other high-tech 
developments, created with partners the Low Attitude Economy 
(LAE) research center and is on the way to develop an ATC System 
for urban and regional AAM mobility. He also got the support of the 
government on this matter. The regional and central government 
not only financed for the buildup of the LAE but also managed to 
have LAE mentioned in the president’s speech for the economic 
perspective 2024 and beyond.
Another reason why the Shenzhen - Guangdong - Hong Kong - 
Macao Greater Bay Area is an ideal spot is that it is a large high-
tech development and manufacturing area with a focus on AI in 

The route of the eVTOL (dotted line) took 20 minutes, by car it takes about 
three hours.

Shenzhen. And the core team of the IDEA institute is persuaded that 
if all these new intelligent and carbon neutral air vehicles will be suc-
cessful operated, they must have an intelligent and capable ATC 
system which will have deterministic components with AI. More infor-
mation on the LAE is available in our Flying China and e-flight-journal 
magazines and at the e-flight-expo at AERO where the IDEA team 
will present. 

The AutoFlight Prosperity on its way to Zhuhai vertiport.

Market Watch
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Rolls-Royce 
Siemens Electric Aircraft started the development for e-Propulsion sys-
tems in 2015. Rolls-Royce took over the development in 2019 but de-
cided last year - due to difficulties in the turbine core business - to sell 
Rolls-Royce Electrical. At the same time the development in Germany 
and Hungary continues. The 150 Kilowatt air cooled Motor for eVTOLs, 
developed with support of the “German Federal Ministry for Economic 
Affairs and Climate Action“, made progress and delivered to the first 
customers. Another field of RR development is the propulsion system 
for commuter aircraft. Like many others they believe that in the first 
place, especially for larger aircraft, there will be Hybrid solutions for 
this. A brand new turbine was specially developed for this purpose in 
combination with a generator. 
RR also developed a 320 KW direct drive machine, specially designed 
for the requirements of electric commuter aircraft. These include be-
ing as lightweight as possible, compact and adaptable to different 
configurations as well as meeting the highest possible safety stan-
dards required in aviation. Its air-cooling system helps to reduce the 
system weight and complexity of the design with its four-electric-lane 
architecture.

With Rolls-Royce and Safran, two heavy weights of the conventional Aviation Propulsion systems entered 
the field of electric Propulsion systems and are preparing certifiable electric and Hybrid electric solutions 
for different Manufacturers. They are competing with small companies like MGM Compro from Czech 
Republic with Motors in different power range and also started certification for those. But for getting the 
e-motor power in the Air special adapted propellers are needed as well with Duc Helices and Helix Carbon. 
Two European companies are dominating the market for conventional e-Flight and eVTOLs.

Electric 
Propulsion

Rolls-Royce‘s Vision for a hybrid system for 
regional mobility (top photo) testing the unit 
in the German facilities (middle photo). 

Direct-drive UAM Motor with 150 kW with 
corresponding power electronics and 

Transverse Flux topology.
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MGM Compro
The company from Czech Republic was one of the first players to enter the 
electric mobility field. From small drones over electric Surfboards they also 
came to light electric aviation. They developed for the Airbus e-Fan, for sev-
eral Ultralight and Light Aircraft manufacturers, and also several eVTOL play-
ers around the world. At the beginning of the last decade they started with 
power electronics e-Motor controls and battery management systems. In the 
last two years they started also their own motor development. After a 100 
KW engine they now also have larger motors in the program. One of the big 

Helic Carbon
Being a pilot and manufacturer of propellers for more 
than 35 years, Richard Krüger-Sprenglen was fasci-
nated by electric power from the beginning. He was 
one of the first flying with an electric Motor Paraglider  
from the development of Propellers for ultralights in 
the noise sensitive German market. in the 80´s he 
learned how to get propellers silent and when sev-
eral customers went to the certified aircraft field Helix 
Carbon also started with the EASA certification for 

projects in the past years was the development of an elec-
tric replacement of the PT 6 Turbine which is probably the 
most used turbine on the earth. With powers from 400 up 
to over 1000 Kw it drives aircraft like the Cessna Caravan, 
the Beack King Air and the Dornier Seastar. So an electric 
replacement will have a huge market. The development 
of MGM started with an EU Program and the prototype is 
running with full power. Obviously MGM is now working on 
the certification of this motor as well as for the hybrid drive 
which they developed for a motorglider in the last year. 

its props. This know how and the experience of developing and producing fast 
molds and props made him one of the leading addresses when electric Aviation 
started and especially with the eVTOL development. “From the experience that a 
straight prop with the best performance is very noisy, so we thought about solu-
tions for solving both problems,“ he tells e-flight-Journal.
He developed the idea: The leading edge of the Propeller is bending, but not 
backwards like a saber but frontwards towards the moving direction of the prop 
and the tip is bended backwards towards the Pilot (in a tractor prop). “The first 
results in test flights are promising,“ said Richard, “Now the noise is less but we 
have to prove that the performance is as good as a straight prop.”
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Safran 
Compared with Siemens/Rolls- 
Royce Safran entered in the race 
for electric aircraft propulsion quite 
late, but since then the French 
company is catching up and now 
is working with several partners 
in the GA as well as in the eVTOL 
market. Especially in the field of 
the GA Trainer and entry market 
they could win several customers 
like Diamond aircraft,or VoltAero.

VoltAero
As former CTO of Airbus it was probably a short 
way to go to a leading Airbus supplier  - Safran 
- when Jean Botti was looking for a propulsion 
system for his electric commuter aircraft, the 
Cassio 330. But with several other players he 
believes that for the next years especially for 
the medium and long range there will be hy-
brid solutions. So he found a second partner 
on the combustion side: Motorbike gigantic 
Kawasaki. They adapted for the first prototype 
a 4 cylinder motorbike and are developing a 6 
cylinder version dedicated for aviation. This will 
not only drive the Hybrid unit of VoltAero but is 
also being sold independently as a pure com-
bustion engine for other aircraft. Both the hy-
brid and the combustion engine will be EASA 
certified. The Motor will not only burn gasoline 
but hydrogen as well. 

DUC Hélices Propellers
The french market leader DUC Hélices Propellers 
from Lyon started with propellers for ultralights. 
Nowadays they are developing and building Certified 
Aircraft props as well as Helicopter Rotors and more 
and more also propellers for electric fixed wing air-
craft and eVTOL manufacturers from around the 
world. “The creation of a propeller for an electric 
motor is slightly different from those for combustion 
engines“ owner Vincent Duqueine states,“and for the 
eVTOL there must be very different solutions as there 
are so many designs on the market.” 

Kawasaki Aviation project manager Yuichiro “Jamie” Imai 
together with VoltAero Boss Jean Botti and the 4 cylinder motor 

which will drive the Cassio 330.

Vincent Duqueine with one of the special blades, which 
the company from southern France is producing for eVTOL 
Manufacturers. 

The ENGINeUS 100 electric motor 
is the intermediate product. It is 
designed as a propulsion source for 
eTrainers. 
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The sixth Forum on 

Electric Aviation in China:

eVTOL-, Autonomous Flight, LSA-, 

Hybrid-, Engine-,

Battery-, Manufacturers, 

Regulators, Investors 

from around the World.

Where: TBD

When: November 2024

Who: Flying-Pages GmbH  

& the who is who 

in electric flight 

www.e-flight-forum.com
America & Europe (美国及欧洲): 
Willi@flying-pages.com   +49 171 698 0871
China & Asia:(中国及亚洲地区): 
Xin@flying-pages.com  +86 1362 8048 709 or +49 152 047 20326

2024

The  Event  to  bring  your  Products   and   Ideas  to   China 
&  Electrify   China’s   Sky  and   your   Business.



Powering new ways to �y
We lead in developing and integrating electrical power and propulsion 
systems for all-electric and hybrid-electric commuter aircraft and eVTOL 
applications. Get to know our bespoke portfolio, optimized for performance 
and life-cycle value, and adaptable to a variety of aircraft platform needs.

www.rolls-royce.com/electrical
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